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Legal education as the key point for evolution of the conception of law and  on the law

as a means to organize human relationships

PIL a classical field to question   the law itself, the role of the states, regions, parties

(despite PIL’s evolution towards technique )

1 PIL questions the national basis of legal education

1.1 PIL as a way to take distance with the object of legal education

the basis of PIL is the recognition of the diversity in the world of the law

specially in countries based on legal systems, on codification

PIL is an answer to this diversity which has therefore to be recognised

1.2 PIL as a means to review the method of legal education

1.2.1 Introduction of comparison : the necessity of PIL is based on the idea that the

judge  qho has jurisdiction or the applicable law are  different in the various states

1.2.2 The method of PIL is based on a permanent doubt on the legal references of the

reasoning

The question is raised at the various steps  of the reasoning

- for the main steps of the reasoning : the legal reference is the lex fori

qualification

public policy

fraud

super mandatory rules

- but the legal reference may be different:

renvoi

foreign supermandatory rules

scope of party autonomy

2 PIL emphasizes the  internationalization of legal education

2.1 What is the internationalization of legal education?

- internationlization of the object : from diversity towards unity of the object

international source of PIL

european soource of PIL

- internationalization of  education 

.legal education which takes into account  the diversity of rules, conepts, methods,

principles

. Legal education which makes something  the diversity
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What does PIL do with the diversity in legal education ?

2.2 PIL uses the diversity as an element of legal culture

Exchange of students, exchange of teachers

Legal methods : unification harmonization but also coordiantion

Exchange between practitioners and university

2.3 PIL uses the diversity as a way to produce the law

- directly : european PIL or international PIL

- indirectly : recognition, understanding of legal concepts which is a step towards

unification

Conclusion

PIL as a legal method of exchange between legal systems, using technical tools, 

each legal system being rooted on a culture

PIL as a  method of exchange which creates a culture of 

. Recognition of diversity

. Exchange within the  diversity  


